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CHAIRPERSON REPORT

I start off on a very sad note. One of our most supportive Members Treloar 
Childs passed away after a short illness recently. Treloar will leave a big gap in 
our sport as aside from her expert farrier-ship, she was a valued member of 
Sunshine Coast and was always supportive of every clinic and event we ran. 
Sincere condolences to her Mum Isabella and family.

Although 2019 has been another challenging year for the Eastern Cape, we 
are going from strength to strength culminating in awesome lower grade 
entries in the Eastern Cape Champs which hopefully in the years to come will 
grow into bigger entries in the bigger classes. We have also been blessed 
having a security firm called Omega who really bend over backwards for us 
even sending a truck equipped roving cameras (at no charge) as well as top 
class security for us over the period of the show. Thank you Omega

We were again challenged in 2019 with few higher grade entering our events. 
Unfortunately our sport is expensive but there is nothing like eventing and the 
Eventers are the most fantastic people. We do try in the Eastern Cape to keep 
entry fees reasonable and will continue to grow our ground roots levels in the 
hopes that the bug will bite and these competitors will move up the grades. 

Hosting unaffiliated shows has been difficult this year as the calendar has 
been very full and I am sure the next year will be similar. But we have managed 
to host a very successful dressage challenge as well as arena eventing and 
practice jumping Next year we hope to host a show jumping league together 
with the Dressage League as well as Arena Eventing and Practice Jumping. 
Please support these initiatives.

We have had Patrick Brown down to give very enthusiastic participants 
dressage and xc clinics which are always well supported and have had various 
clinics run by committee members which have also been very well supported. 
Thank you members. We also ran a very successful Race Day at Fairview 
Racecourse together with PE Polocrosse. Sunshine Coast made R17 100 profit. 
Wow awesome stuff!! This was put towards upgrading the pens at Polocrosse. 
We also did a lotto application via our expert Maureen Andreka. We were 
awarded a total of just over R100 000 to be dispensed through various 
stipulated categories. A VERY BIG THANK YOU to Maureen.



We are very excited that East London is keen to start up eventing next year - 
asking for a date to host their first official eventing show. They have had a 
few training days and we are all hoping that their numbers will consistently 
grow. Well done Charlette Bekker and Maddy Booysen. We will support you 
as much as we can. It is always fabulous to have a new venue - thank you 
Helen Grapes and Eleni Pullen for all the effort you put in to keeping the 
sport growing. 

Once again I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our sponsor. You 
guys are absolutely awesome and we really appreciate your support. This 
year our main sponsor is Tavcor Commercial - be sure to check out their 
jump and also support the competition between "The Car that parks a 
horsebox by itself: and Kate Peskens manually parking a horsebox - should 
be loads of fun. Also if anyone buys a Car from Tavcor either VW or Suzuki 
and mentions one of the Sunshine Coast Committee members to Henry de 
Beer, Sunshine Coast will be given a "finders fee". Awesome incentive - 
Thank you Tavcor!

Other sponsors include Giraffe View ( a night fr four), Equifeeds, Moringa 
Green Gold, Le-Roy (Nicky Wright). Unicorn Tack, Equine-Librium, 
Acclimitise, Antoinette Matteus, Principal Plastics, Laros Pilates, Oakhurst, 
Ascot Stud, Mary Reeks, Mandy Cadman and Addo Wildlife. Thank you all so 
very much we couldn't do this without your continued support. 

To finish I would like to thank my Committee. Always ready to jump in and 
help in any possible way and at short notice. Kate Peskens, Gareth, Kate 
Roberts, Janice, Belinda, Helen, Fiona, Darrell, Eleni, Jackie, Maureen and 
Tracy. You guys are just Special. Thank you - your commitment and 
willingness is just awesome. 

Judy Gerardy - Chairperson SCEC



PROVISIONAL TIME TABLE

FRIDAY 1 NOVEMBER
12H00            Course opens for walking

Passport checking and collection of numbers

SATURDAY 2 NOVEMBER
08H00        Dressage starts

14H00         Showjumping starts in class and 

number order

17H00           Riders Briefing

17H30            Steak Evening

SUNDAY 3 NOVEMBER
08H00        Jump Judges briefing

09H00        Cross Country starts in class and 

number order

Prize Giving to be done as soon as possible 

after cross country finishes





OFFICIALS

Show Director                Kate Peskens
082 656 3116

Show Secretary         Candy Marshall
083 388 3644

Technical Delegate            Mike Greef
084 951 0423

Event Steward               Helen Grapes
083 564 0285

Farrier on Standby  Lance Ronbinson
073 341 2181

Vet on Standby            Lucie Runnalls
083 400 3889



































Wishing all the competitors and horses a successful show
Stride Distributions cc

31 Draaifontein Road, Little Chelsea, PE
Contact Person: Sally 0828204971 sallyblinman@gmail.

com




